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A REVIEW OF ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT
THERAPY (ACT) AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

CONTINUED SCIENTIFIC ADVANCEMENT

Brandon A. Gaudiano
Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior

Alpert Medical School of Brown University

 

Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is a novel acceptance/mindfulness-based behavioral psychotherapy that
has generated much clinical and research interest in recent years. It has been argued that ACT and other newer
acceptance/mindfulness approaches represent a “third wave” of behavior therapy, expanding upon the initial success
of classic behavior therapy and improving upon the purported weaknesses of the “second” wave represented by tra-
ditional cognitive therapy. With its rising popularity, though, some have begun to question the quality of outcome
research on ACT. The current article presents a brief overview of ACT and recommendations for future research and
dissemination efforts to continue to clarify the scientific status of the approach.

5

SPECIAL SECTION

Many clinicians and researchers are showing interest
in a newer approach to psychotherapy called acceptance
and commitment therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, &
Wilson, 1999). Although early research and theorizing on
ACT began in the 1980’s, the therapy did not start to
become widely researched and disseminated until the pub-
lication of the official treatment manual in 1999. Since that
time, there has been an increasing number of studies of
ACT interventions and processes (Hayes, Luoma, Bond,
Masuda, & Lillis, 2006), as well as considerable interest in
the approach’s potential clinical and nonclinical applica-
tions (Hayes & Strosahl, 2004). Interest in ACT has even
expanded to the public domain, spurred by the recent pub-
lication of ACT self-help books (Hayes, 2005) and popular
media stories promoting the therapy (Cloud, 2006). The
increasing popularity of ACT in recent years has begun to

draw the attention and scrutiny of proponents of traditional
cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), many of whom have
expressed initial skepticism about the approach. Although
ACT considers itself part of the CBT community, broadly
speaking, it also proposes certain differences and unique
features when compared with traditional CBT approaches.
Nevertheless, some critics have argued that ACT offers
minor variations compared with traditional CBT and that
its base of outcome research is relatively weak at this point
(Arch & Craske, 2008; Corrigan, 2001; Hofmann, 2008;
Hofmann & Asmundson, 2008; Leahy, 2008; Öst, 2008;
Velten, 2007). In this article, (1) I present an overview of
ACT theory and technique; (2) briefly summarize the cur-
rent research supporting ACT as well as emerging criti-
cisms of this research; and (3) provide recommendations
for future research and dissemination efforts that will fur-
ther clarify the evidence for ACT. 

OVERVIEW OF ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT THERAPY

A detailed description of ACT theory and technique
is beyond the scope of the current discussion. Interested
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6 GAUDIANO

readers are referred to other sources (Hayes, 2004a,
2004b; Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001; Hayes,
Levin, Plumb, Boulanger, & Pistorello, in press; Hayes,
et al., 2006; Hayes & Strosahl, 2004; Hayes, et al., 1999;
Vilardaga, Hayes, Levin, & Muto, 2009). A brief
description of the essential elements of ACT’s 1) ap -
proach to research, 2) underlying philosophical assump-
tions, 3) basic science program, 4) clinical model, and 5)
therapeutic strategies are presented below. 

UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY

To understand ACT theory and technique, it is first
necessary to understand its underlying philosophy and
approach to science. Hayes et al. (in press) call their
approach to research contextual behavioral science
(CBS):

CBS is a principle-focused, inductive strategy of psy-
chological system building, which emphasizes devel-
oping interventions based on theoretical models
tightly linked to basic principles that are themselves
constantly upgraded and evaluated. The strategy has
been abstracted and extended from traditional behav-
ior analysis. . . . It involves the integration and simul-
taneous development of multiple levels of a research
program including philosophical assumptions, basic
science, basic and applied theory, intervention devel-
opment, treatment testing, and dissemination, all
done dynamically and “horizontally.”

In many ways, ACT can best be understood as a modern
reformulation of radical behaviorism (Hayes, Strosahl,
Bunting, Twohig, & Wilson, 2004), and its philosophi-
cal roots reflect this perspective. Hayes et al. (2006)
specify that ACT is based in a pragmatic philosophy
that they call functional contextualism, which “views
psychological events as ongoing actions of the whole
organism interacting in and with historically and situa-
tionally defined contexts” (p. 4). Hayes et al. (1999)
describe several features of functional contextualism:
(1) a focus on the whole event, (2) which takes place in
a particular context, (3) where “truth” and “success” are
defined only by what works to accomplish specified
goals. The stated goal of functional contextualism is the
“prediction-and-influence of psychological events, with
precision, scope, and depth” (Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting,
et al., 2004, p. 20). Modern behavioral activation ther-
apy shares a similar functional contextual philosophy
based in radical behaviorism (Martell, Addis, &
Jacobson, 2001). 

Hayes et al. (2004) argue that it is necessary to

specify the philosophical assumptions upon which a
treatment approach is based. This has rarely been expli-
cated in traditional CBT; although Hofmann and
Asmundson (2008) argue that the approach is assumed
to follow the more traditional philosophical assump-
tions of critical rationalism and the hypothetico-deduc-
tive approach (Popper, 1959). Although in no way
arguing against the existence of an independent reality
to the world, ACT’s pragmatic philosophy chooses
instead to focus on the study of behavior-in-context
using a more inductive scientific approach that ulti-
mately views what is “true” as what “works” in the
service of ACT’s stated goals. What differentiates func-
tional contextualism from other philosophies with
postmodern tendencies (e.g., hermeneutics) and keeps
it from an anti-scientific stance of extreme relativism is
its explicit goal of the “prediction-and-influence of
psychological events.” This goal permits ACT to em -
ploy common scientific methods and principles to
develop a body of research that is open to correction
and refinement using many of the normal methods of
scientific inquiry (e.g., publicly verifiable knowledge,
systematic observation, statistical inference). As with
any philosophy, Hayes and colleagues acknowledge
that these underlying assumptions cannot be fully jus-
tified, but should always be explicitly stated. 

Similar to other CBT approaches, ACT proposes
that language-based processes play a key role in psy-
chopathology and other forms of psychological dis-
tress. According to Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, Twohig,
and Wilson (2004): “Language not only enables human
achievements, but also our ability to project fearsome
futures, to compare ourselves to unrealistic ideals and
find ourselves wanting, or to torment our souls with the
finitude of life itself ” (p. 3). Similar to other cognitive-
behavioral approaches, ACT is designed to address the
problems created by language. However, to achieve its
goal of “prediction-and-influence” of psychological
events, ACT required a contextual and behavioral the-
ory of language and cognition. Arguing that there are
fundamental weaknesses with Skinner’s (1957) original
analysis of verbal behavior, Hayes et al. (2001) devel-
oped a comprehensive basic research program that they
call Relational Frame Theory (RFT).1 RFT is based on

a new application of the principles of behavioral analy-
sis to language and cognition. The theory is said to be
supported by over 70 studies conducted to date (Hayes,
et al., 2006). Although a detailed description of RFT
requires certain requisite knowledge of behavior analy-
sis and learning theory, its main tenets are fairly
straight forward and are briefly outlined below.  
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TREATMENT PRINCIPLES

As a psychotherapeutic approach, ACT can be defined
as combining mindfulness and acceptance strategies with
overt behavior change efforts to improve psychological
flexibility. Psychological flexibility is defined as “the abil-
ity to contact the present moment more fully as a conscious
human being, and to either change or persist when doing
so serves valued ends” (Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, et al.,
2004, p. 5). In other words, healthy psychological func-
tioning is proposed to be related to a person’s ability to
adaptively respond to changing environmental contingen-
cies. In contrast, psychological inflexibility or rigidity is
theorized to be the result of cognitive fusion and experien-
tial avoidance. Cognitive fusion is “the tendency of human
beings to live in a world excessively structured by literal
language” (Strosahl, Hayes, Wilson, & Gifford, 2004, 
p. 39). For example, when a person is fused with a thought
(“I am depressed”), he/she is experiencing that thought lit-
erally (“I” = “depressed”). This cognitive fusion permits
the literal content of thinking to dominate
over a person’s behavior (“I can’t go to work
today because I am depressed”). Cognitive
fusion also fosters experiential avoidance,
which is defined as “the attempt to escape or
avoid the form, frequency, or situational sen-
sitivity of private events, even when the
attempt to do so causes psychological harm
(Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, et al., 2004, 
p. 27). When engaged in experiential avoid-
ance, the person attempts to avoid or sup-
press undesirable private material such as
thoughts, memories, emotions, and bodily
sensations as if they were inherently harm-
ful. The co-processes of fusion and experi-
ential avoidance result in the narrowing of a
person’s behavioral repertoire, which is
believed to lead to and maintain a wide spec-
trum of psychopathological behaviors. 

In ACT, psychological flexibility is
theorized to be related to six core pro -
cesses: acceptance, cognitive defusion, self
as context, being present, values, and com-
mitted action. Each is defined briefly be -
low. The interaction among these processes
and their relationship to psychological
flexibility is depicted in Figure 1. Hayes et
al. (in press) warn against reifying these
concepts. Instead, they stress that these six
“middle level” processes are to be viewed
as clinically useful concepts that are linked

to but not synonymous with basic behavioral principles
such as those specified in RFT.

Acceptance is designed to counteract experiential
avoidance, and involves “taking a stance of non-judg-
mental awareness and actively embracing the experience
of thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations as they
occur” (Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, et al., 2004, p. 7). This
process is also called “willingness” and is contrasted
with mere resignation or tolerance, which is something
that clients and many psychotherapists unfamiliar with
ACT often incorrectly conflate. Acceptance or willing-
ness to experience private events is promoted because
attempts to control private events paradoxically tend to
produce more of them over the long-term (Hayes,
2004b; Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2000). 

Cognitive defusion is designed “to change the way
one interacts with or relates to thoughts by creating con-
texts in which their unhelpful functions are diminished”
(emphasis in original, Hayes, et al., 2006, p. 8). In con-
trast to acting in a way that is consistent with the literal

Commitment and Behavior Change Processes

Mindfulness and Acceptance Processes

Contact with the 
Present Moment

Acceptance

Defusion

Values

Committed
Action

Self as 
Context

Psychological
Flexibility

Figure 1. The proposed six core ACT processes and their relationship to psy-
chological flexibility (adapted from Hayes, et al., 2006, p. 8). 
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interpretations of the “mind,” ACT teaches people that
private events can be experienced as they actually are:
thoughts as thoughts, emotions as emotions, physical
sensations as physical sensations, etc. Individuals learn
that these internal events are not inherently harmful, and
thus, they do not actually need to be controlled or elim-
inated. In other words, ACT encourages the client to
experience private events as they are (e.g., my mind is
producing a thought “I am worthless”), not as the mind
says they are (e.g., “I am worthless”). Notice that no
attempt is made to dispute the actual validity or logic of
the content of these thoughts in contrast to the cognitive
interventions used in traditional cognitive approaches. 

Being present involves “ongoing non-judgmental con-
tact with psychological and environmental events as they
occur” (Hayes, et al., 2006, p. 9). Present contact involves
moment-to-moment awareness, which orients the person
to their environment, thereby allowing for greater flexibil-
ity in responding to changing contingencies. This concept
can be linked to the Buddhist tradition of mindfulness.
Bishop and colleagues (2004) operationally define mind-
fulness as being composed of two separate parts: 

The first component involves the self-regulation of
attention so that it is maintained on immediate expe-
rience, thereby allowing for increased recognition of
mental events in the present moment. The second
component involves adopting a particular orientation
toward one’s experiences in the present moment, an
orientation that is characterized by curiosity, open-
ness, and acceptance. (p. 232)

This definition is consistent with the process of being
present proposed by ACT.

Self as context is distinguished from the notion of the
conceptualized self in ACT. The conceptualized self is
described as “a collection of self-referential relations that
generally are both descriptive (I am a male) and evalua-
tive (I am a sick person that has problems with depres-
sion)” (Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, et al., 2004, pp. 8-9).
These self-narratives often promote inhibitory cause-
effect relationships that can serve as obstacles to behav-
ior change (e.g., “I am incompetent so I shouldn’t ask my
boss for a raise”). ACT proposes that one can contact a
more stable “self ” that is not defined by thought
processes, but is the originator of them. From the per-
spective of self as context: “The client is not defined by
private experiences; rather, the client is the conscious
vessel that contains private events” (Hayes, et al., 1999,
p. 188). ACT theorists do not propose that such concep-
tualizations of the self are literally true, simply that they
are pragmatically useful in the therapeutic context.

Values are defined as “verbally construed global

desired life consequences” (Hayes, et al., 1999, p. 206).
Values are considered to be a matter of personal choice on
the part of the client. ACT encourages individuals to
define their values in a number of domains: career, fam-
ily, intimate relationships, friendships, health, education,
and spirituality. Values are differentiated from goals, in
the sense that values suggest general life directions,
whereas goals represent specific plans of action that
should be consistent with and naturally follow from these
values. The inherent flexibility of the values concept is
designed to broaden the individuals’ repertoire of behav-
iors and counteract maladaptive cognitive fusion tenden-
cies. Values also serve a motivating function that allows
individuals to persist in behavior change efforts that may
be associated with unwanted private events (e.g., anxiety).

Committed action is the component of ACT that is
most consistent with classic behavioral approaches, but
it more specifically emphasizes the importance of val-
ues-action consistency. According to Hayes et al. (2004):
“Commitments in ACT involve defining goals in spe-
cific ways along one’s valued path, then acting on these
goals while anticipating and making room for psycho-
logical barriers” (p. 11). It is believed that the other five
core processes are important for promoting and main-
taining consistency of action. 

In summary, ACT can be understood as combining
change strategies for overt behavior that are under the
person’s control with acceptance/mindfulness strategies
that are applied to internal events where direct change
efforts are unnecessary or often counterproductive. 

Clinical concepts in ACT are related to concepts and
research from RFT (Hayes, et al., 2001). According to
Hayes (2004a), research in this area shows that relational
cognitive networks cannot be diminished, but only elab-
orated. Furthermore, attempting to alter these networks
will only further elaborate and reinforce them. Thus,
more complex clinical phenomena can also be under-
stood using fairly basic relational learning processes.
Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting et al. (2004) provide the fol-
lowing example:

Suppose a child is playing with friends and gets
trapped inside a wooden box. The child gets very
frightened and cries. Some of that fear and anxiety
could years later transform the functions of other
events where one could be “trapped,” such as in a
difficult class or in a relationship. . . . [W]hat links
these responses is not their formal properties but the
derived relations among them in a verbal network.
(p. 22)

Hayes, Strosahl, Bunting, et al. (2004) explain the prob-
lem of experiential avoidance in RFT terms: “Both sup-
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pression and avoidance based strategies will come to cue
the feared or unwanted private event since they are based
on (and thus strengthen) the underlying relational
frame” (p. 28). For example, trying not to think of “x”
because it is distressing actually will function as a con-
textual cue for that same “x” the person is trying to
avoid. This process can be used to explain why thought
suppression has seemingly paradoxical effects that can
result in a “rebound” of the previously suppressed mate-
rial (Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2000). Hayes and colleagues
also explain the process of cognitive fusion this way:
“transformation of stimulus functions enabled by lan-
guage allows humans to interact with verbally construed
events (e.g., what is imaged or feared) as if these events
were concrete non-verbal events (e.g., something that is
‘real’)” (p. 26). For example, this can be witnessed in the
arachnophobic who exhibits phobic symptoms upon
hearing someone exclaim “Is that a spider?!” even if one
is not actually present. 

TREATMENT TECHNIQUES

According to Hayes et al. (1999), ACT uses a vari-
ety of techniques and strategies to promote psychologi-
cal flexibility, including some that are traditionally
behavioral (e.g., exposure and behavioral activation) and
some that are not. The more unique strategies used in
ACT (at least for a behaviorally-oriented psychotherapy)
include its use of: (1) metaphors, (2) logical paradoxes,
and (3) experiential exercises. Metaphors and stories are
frequently employed to communicate core ACT princi-
ples to clients in a nontechnical way. Many traditional
psychotherapeutic approaches, such as CBT, provide
clients with explicit rules or prescriptions for change.
However, such rules have the potential to promote cog-
nitive fusion and hamper adaptive responding to chang-
ing environmental contingencies. In ACT, metaphorical
language is believed to have several advantages: it is
flexible and open to multiple interpretations; it is less
linear and analytical; it is more easily remembered; and
it is more easily applied in various contexts and settings.
For example, the Chessboard Metaphor is used to help
clients understand the difference between the conceptu-
alized self (represented by the chess pieces) and the self
as context (represented by the chess board that holds the
pieces) (Hayes, et al., 1999, pp. 190-191). Logical para-
doxes are also frequently used in ACT to counteract cog-
nitive fusion. Paradoxes are designed to demonstrate
how language processes can trap people into unworkable
strategies. For example, in the paradox of control of

mental events, the following seemingly contradictory
statement is presented to the client: “If you aren’t will-
ing to have it, you’ve got it” (Strosahl, et al., 2004, p.
36). Finally, experiential exercises are designed to help
put clients into contact with previously avoided private
events, to foster nonjudgmental awareness and accept-
ance, and to undermine cognitive fusion through direct
experience (Hayes, et al., 1999). For example, mindful-
ness meditation practice can be conceptualized from an
ACT perspective as an experiential exercise that com-
bines aspects of acceptance, defusion, self as context,
and contact with the present moment (Strosahl, et al.,
2004). These activities also serve to expose clients to
unwanted or undesirable internal stimuli that are nor-
mally avoided. In this way, ACT can be seen as employ-
ing strategies that are not only designed to expose the
client to feared external stimuli as is the case in tradi-
tional behavior therapy, but also to expose the person to
feared internal stimuli much more broadly (i.e., unde-
sired thoughts, feelings, emotions) with the ultimate
goal of acceptance (in contrast to elimination) of these
experiences in order to achieve desired live goals. 

It is important to note that ACT does not define itself
by the specific techniques or strategies that it employs.
Hayes et al. (1999) has readily acknowledged from the
beginning that “many or even most of the techniques in
ACT have been borrowed from elsewhere—from the
human potential movement, Eastern traditions, behavior
therapy, mystical traditions, and the like” (p. 15). In ACT,
the techniques are simply considered means to an end,
and do not define the treatment approach itself. Thus,
ACT is eclectic at the level of technique, but the imple-
mentation of these techniques is guided by an explicit,
underlying behavioral theory and philosophy. Hayes et al.
explain: “The effective ACT therapist needs to do ACT in
a way that is consistent with its theory and philosophy,
not in a way that is mechanically consistent with its pro-
cedures per se” (Hayes et al., 1999, p. 16). In other words,
it is the way in which these techniques are used consis-
tently with ACT principles that is considered the issue of
primary importance. 

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING ACT VERSUS
TRADITIONAL CBT

Forman and Herbert (2009) note that ACT and tradi-
tional CBT have similarities and differences. Compared
with traditional psychodynamic therapies, both ACT and
CBT emphasize the current and future more than the past,
help individuals cope with subjective distress, view cog-
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nitions as observable and distinguishable from the self,
foster increased awareness of subjective experience,
incorporate behavioral strategies such as behavioral acti-
vation and exposure, employ “homework” assignments
between sessions, and emphasize the importance of a col-
laborative therapist-client relationship. However, key dif-
ferences are also evident. Forman and Herbert organize
therapy approaches according to four key elements: 1)
theory of psychopathology, 2) therapeutic strategies, 3)
proposed mechanisms of action, and 4) targeted out-
comes. Traditional CBT posits that psychiatric disorders
have distinct patterns of information processing biases
which when corrected using systematic techniques will
lead to symptomatic improvement (Beck, 2008; Beck,
Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979). In contrast, ACT posits that
psychopathology is the result of psychological inflexibil-
ity which stems from excessive fusion with and ineffec-
tive attempts to control internal experiences. In terms of
techniques, a CBT approach stresses the importance of
identifying, evaluating, and modifying specific distorted
cognitions to correct underlying information processing
biases using rational deliberation and behavioral experi-
ments. ACT employs a broader array of techniques and
strategies borrowed from other approaches that are used to
foster the six core processes of defusion, acceptance, pres-
ent moment awareness, self-as-context, values clarifica-
tion, and committed action. Whereas CBT emphasizes the
importance of correcting distorted cognitions, ACT views
this approach as limited in utility and ultimately unneces-
sary. Instead, ACT emphasizes broad-based defusion
strategies and acceptance instead of change of unwanted
internal events, such as cognitions. Not surprisingly, CBT
proposes that its mechanism of action is the alteration of
information processes biases using cognitive techniques,
which over time leads to therapeutic improvement. In con-
trast, ACT proposes that targeting processes such as defu-
sion and acceptance produce greater psychological
flexibility and thus therapeutic improvement. Although
CBT considers a variety of positive treatment outcomes,
health has traditionally been defined as freedom from
symptoms. The primary goal of ACT is living a self-
defined valued life regardless of symptoms. 

In their critique of ACT, Hofmann and Asmundson
(2008) attempted to rebutt Hayes et al.’s (2006) previous
criticisms of traditional CBT. In a detailed reanalysis of
the issues raised by Hofmann and Asmundson, I
attempted to further clarify these points of disagreement
between the therapy models (Gaudiano, 2010). These
critics understandably attempted to provide a more
nuanced understanding of CBT compared with the some-
times oversimplified depictions presented by Hayes et al.

(1999), at least as they appeared in early ACT writings.
However, I concluded that Hofmann and Asmundson
ultimately failed to contradict the actual merits of the
original critiques of CBT in the majority of cases. 

First, CBT appears to be more mechanistic in its
underlying assumptions and thus are more focused on
symptom alleviation and changing the “forms” of behav-
ior relative to an approach such as ACT (Forman &
Herbert, 2009). Second, CBT has historically weak the-
oretical and practical links to basic cognitive science and
only recently has experimental psychopathology re -
search begun to formally inform its techniques. As
Matthews (2006) concluded about CBT: “[D]espite hav-
ing embraced the terminology of cognitive psychology,
clinicians have not been able to draw on experimental
cognitive psychology to develop a scientific basis that
would be useful in developing new treatment methods”
(emphasis in the original, p. 314). Third, component
analyses have generally failed to support the need for
multi-component CBT interventions that include an
explicit cognitive modification component relative to
more parsimonious behavioral approaches (Longmore &
Worrell, 2007). Fourth, there has been scant evidence to
date that the effects of CBT are produced specifically
through its distinctive cognitive modification strategies,
and a number of studies have produced largely discon-
firming results, which Hofmann and Asmundson failed
to address (Longmore & Worrell).

Furthermore, a more detailed examination of Gross’
(2001) emotion regulation model weakened Hofmann
and Asmundson’s (2008) claim that it could account for
both CBT and ACT. Gross proposes a distinction
between antecedent-focused and response-focused emo-
tion regulation strategies. Antecedent-focused strategies
occur prior to the full activation of the emotion, whereas
response-focused strategies occur after the emotion has
already occurred. According to Gross’ model, cognitive
reappraisal (i.e., changing one’s interpretation of a situ-
ation to make it less distressing) is an antecedent-
focused strategy and expressive suppression (i.e., trying
to hide the display of strong emotional reactions) is a
response-focused strategy. Hofmann and Asmundson
claimed that CBT could be viewed as using antecedent-
focused strategies, whereas ACT uses response-focused
strategies. However, contrary to the claims of Hofmann
and Asmundson, ACT strategies can be understood as
being consistent with Gross’ antecedent-focused strate-
gies. If an emotion regulation strategy is used before the
emotional response is fully activated, it is called
“antecedent focused.” According to Gross’ model, it is
the actual timing of the strategy that is important, not the
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focus on the “cognitive reappraisal” techniques them-
selves. Gross’ research has focused on cognitive reap-
praisal as one antecedent-focused strategy, but he notes
that other strategies are permitted in the model but have
simply not yet been tested. For example, the cognitive
defusion component of ACT could be viewed as an
antecedent-focused strategy based on Gross’ model. The
difference is that in ACT, cognitive defusion strategies
are designed to undermine the undesirable functions of
cognitions, whereas in CBT, direct cognitive modifica-
tion techniques are used to alter the actual forms of the
dysfunctional thoughts (Hayes et al., 1999). In addition,
Hofmann and Asmundson failed to properly describe the
concept of suppression as used in Gross’ model. Gross is
actually referring to a specific form of suppression,
which is characterized by expressive inhibition. He
explains: “The term ‘suppression’ also has a long his-
tory. It has been used to refer to inhibiting feelings,
behavior, or thoughts. Here I use it to refer to inhibiting
emotion-expressive behavior” (Gross, 2001, p. 219).
Gross provides the following example: “An example of
response-focused regulation is keeping a poker face
while holding a great hand during an exciting card
game” (p. 215). However, when Hayes et al. (1999) refer
to suppression, they are generally referring to thought
suppression more specifically. For example, they sum-
marize the research on thought suppression in this way:
“When subjects are asked to suppress a thought, they
later show an increase in this suppressed thought as
compared with those not given suppression instructions”
(p. 60). After correctly understanding Gross’ meaning of
expressive suppression versus thought suppression, it is
clear that neither CBT nor ACT focus much on this
process, and both could be viewed as fostering
antecedent-focused strategies. 

Finally, Hofmann and Asmundson (2008) disagreed
with Hayes’ (2004b) argument that ACT represents a
“third wave” of behavior: “[W]e are not convinced that
ACT or other acceptance-based treatment [sic] are part
of a third wave of psychotherapy, replacing CBT. There
is no data to suggest that it represents an entirely new
treatment approach” (emphasis in original, p. 13). How -
ever, this is a misrepresentation of Hayes’ original claim,
in which he states: “The third wave reformulates and
synthesizes previous generations of behavioral and cog-
nitive therapy and carries them forward into questions,
issues, and domains previously addressed primarily by
other traditions, in hope of improving both understand-
ing and outcomes” (emphasis in original, p. 658). It is
clear from Hayes’ direct quote he is not arguing that
ACT is an “entirely new treatment approach” designed

to “replace CBT,” as Hofmann and Asmundson assert.
Instead, he is proposing that ACT is based on and is an
extension of the behavioral and cognitive traditions, but
that it is has enough distinctive theoretical elements to
make it something that can be legitimately differentiated
from these previous approaches.

Many of the weaknesses in Hofmann and Asmund -
son’s (2008) analysis appeared to stem from a funda-
mental misunderstanding of ACT by these authors. For
example, Hofmann and Asmundson repeatedly focused
their discussion on ACT techniques in the article, rather
than on its core principles of change. Hayes et al. (1999)
explain: “The effective ACT therapist uses ACT as func-
tionally defined, not merely as topographically defined”
(emphasis in original, p. 16). Hayes et al. further explain
that, within ACT, “virtually any behavior change tech-
nique is acceptable. The difference is that behavior
change goals, guided exposure, social skills training,
modeling, role-playing, couples work, and so on, are
integrated with an ACT perspective” (p. 258). CBT
places more importance on its distinctive set of tech-
niques and strategies. Instead, ACT argues for the impor-
tance of principles of behavior change, and thus uses
whatever techniques further these aims. ACT has a con-
sistent and well-specified theoretical foundation rooted
in a particular understanding of radical behaviorism, but
it is eclectic at a technical level.

OVERVIEW OF ACT RESEARCH

ACT has begun to amass a considerable amount of
empirical support in a relatively short period of time.
This clinical research is in addition to the basic research
conducted that supports RFT (Hayes, et al., 2001).
Hayes et al. (2006) presented a comprehensive review
and meta-analysis of ACT research (also see Ruiz,
2010). Their review was divided into four areas: (1) cor-
relational studies, (2) experimental research, (3) media-
tion studies, and (4) clinical trials. Each area is described
briefly below, followed by a discussion of recent criti-
cisms of ACT’s research base. 

ACT proposes that psychopathology is produced
through the process of psychological inflexibility. Thus,
it is important to establish that psychological inflexibil-
ity is indeed related to psychological problems. The pri-
mary measure studied thus far has been the Acceptance
and Action Questionnaire (AAQ) which purports to
measure experiential avoidance and psychological flexi-
bility. Respondents are asked to self-rate statements such
as “Anxiety is bad” and “I’m not afraid of my feelings”
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on a Likert scale from 1 = Never True to 7 = Always
True. Hayes, Strosahl, Wilson et al. (2004) reported that
the measure demonstrated adequate evidence of reliabil-
ity and validity in a combined sample of 2,400 partici-
pants. Furthermore, the AAQ was correlated with other
measures of avoidant coping as expected, but its rela-
tionship to psychopathology could not be fully ac -
counted for by these other measures. Hayes et al. (2006)
meta-analyzed the results from 32 studies involving
6,628 participants that investigated that relationship
between an ACT measure of psychological inflexibility
called the AAQ and various measures of psychological
functioning (e.g., depression, physical health, job satis-
faction). They found an average effect size r = .42
between psychological inflexibility and measures of
psychopathology. In other words, greater psychological
inflexibility was moderately associated with higher
symptoms and poorer functioning. However, this
research is mostly cross-sectional and correlational in
nature at this point and does not provide direct evidence
of a causal relationship between psychological inflexi-
bility and psychopathology. 

Most modern empirically-developed psychothera-
pies (e.g., CBT) are comprised of various components
and techniques believed to be effective. Initial investiga-
tions usually test the package as a whole first to deter-
mine the overall efficacy of the treatment (Rounsville,
Carroll, & Onken, 2001). Once this is established, inves-
tigations turn to testing the individual components to
examine their individual effects and relative contribu-
tions to the treatment’s overall efficacy. From early on in
its development, however, ACT researchers have begun
to conduct experimental psychopathology studies to
assess the effects of the core processes specified in the
approach using more controlled methodology. Pre -
liminary studies have generally supported the effects of
specific ACT components or their various combinations,
including cognitive defusion, acceptance, and present
focus (for a review see Hayes, et al., 2006). For example,
Vowles and colleagues (2007) conducted an experimen-
tal analogue study comparing the effects of brief instruc-
tional sets of pain control, pain acceptance, or continued
practice for chronic low back pain. Individuals in the
acceptance condition demonstrated greater overall func-
tioning on 7 physical tasks and less self-reported impair-
ment compared with the other groups. However, further
research is needed to better examine the relative contri-
bution of the six core processes when combined. A
recent pain study along these lines demonstrated that a
values component added significantly to the effective-
ness of an acceptance component for pain tolerance

when compared to acceptance alone or control condi-
tions (Branstetter-Rost, Cushing, & Douleh, 2009).

Another important aspect of treatment outcome re -
search is the investigation of the potential mechanisms
of action contained in an efficacious treatment. Such
research is designed to test whether a treatment works by
changing the key processes which are hypothesized to
then produce the clinical outcomes observed. Hayes et
al. (2006) reviewed several studies that examined poten-
tial mediators of the relationship between treatment and
outcome. A number of preliminary studies have shown
evidence of formal statistical mediation of ACT
processes. For example, in an early pilot study compar-
ing ACT and cognitive therapy for depression, changes
in the believability in contrast to the frequency of auto-
matic thoughts mediated depression severity outcomes
in the ACT condition but not the cognitive therapy con-
dition (Hayes, et al., 2006; Zettle, Rains, & Hayes, in
press). Most of this research is in its preliminary stages,
however, as formal mediation analyses require more
sophisticated study designs and larger samples. 

CURRENT EMPIRICAL SUPPORT

Hayes et al. (2006) also conducted a meta-analysis
of ACT’s efficacy. A total of 24 studies conducted in a
number of diverse populations (e.g., depression, anxiety
disorder, psychotic disorders, workplace stress, epilepsy,
drug dependence) were analyzed. Results showed an
average between-treatments effect size on primary out-
come measures according to Cohen’s d of .66 (N = 704)
at post-treatment and .66 (N = 519) at follow-up. Accord -
ing to Cohen’s (1988) criteria, these represent moder-
ately strong effects. Recent independent meta-analyses
have reported similar effects. Öst (2008) conducted a
meta-analysis of 13 ACT clinical trials based on a ran-
dom effects model and found that ACT had significantly
greater effect size improvements compared with no
treatment (ES = .96), treatment as usual (ES = .79), and
active treatments (ES = .53). Consistent with results
found in meta-analyses of traditional CBT, ACT effect
sizes were inversely related to the methodological rigor
of the control condition (i.e., waitlist control versus
active treatment comparison). Most recently, Powers,
Zum Vörde Sive Vörding, and Emmelkamp (2009)
meta-analyzed 18 clinical trials of ACT and reported that
ACT was significantly better than waiting lists/psycho-
logical placebos (ES = .68) and treatment as usual
(ES = .42), but not more efficacious than established
treatments (ES = .18). However, Levin and Hayes (2009)
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reanalyzed the Powers et al. data, and after correcting a
number of errors (e.g., process or secondary outcomes
mislabeled as primary) reported that ACT was signifi-
cantly more efficacious than established treatment com-
parisons in these studies as reported in the previous
meta-analyses (ES = .27-.49, depending on the studies
included as using “established treatments”). 

Limitations should also be noted. The ACT studies
conducted to date seem to support many important
aspects of the approach, but most represent smaller pilot
studies with methodological limitations. The efficacy of
ACT-specific versus traditional behavioral principles
require further research as most studies to date have not
attempted to separate out these effects. Furthermore, for-
mal statistical mediation based on the establishment of the
temporal precedence of mediating variables in relation to
outcomes has only been demonstrated in a few ACT stud-
ies to date (e.g., Lundgren, Dahl, & Hayes, 2008; Varra,
Hayes, Roget, & Fisher, 2008; Zettle, et al., in press).
Thus, independent replication trials using larger samples
and more sophisticated designs will be necessary to con-
firm these initial promising findings. However, the evi-
dence to date appears moderately strong in support of the
efficacy of ACT at this relatively early stage of investiga-
tion. It remains largely unclear at this point what specific
advantages, if any, ACT has over existing empirically-sup-
ported interventions, such as traditional CBT. 

CRITICISMS OF ACT RESEARCH

Recently, Öst (2008) published a critique of the ACT
outcome literature. He rated the methodological quality
of 13 randomized clinical trials of ACT using a scale that
he adapted from a measure originally designed for stud-
ies of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Öst com-
pared the ACT studies with a sample of clinical trials of
traditional CBT. Analyses showed that the ACT sample
had significantly lower scores on the rating scale com-
pared with CBT sample of studies, suggesting lower
overall methodological rigor. 

Öst (2008) also described what he believed to be
several general methodological limitations in the ACT
outcome studies. He noted potential problems with dif-
ferences in the amount of treatment delivered in the ACT
versus comparison conditions. He also pointed out that
no studies examined the potential effects of patients’
perceived treatment credibility on outcomes. Öst further
argued that it was not possible to determine the specific
effects of ACT in studies in which the treatment was
combined with established, efficacious behavioral inter-

ventions (e.g., exposure therapy). Several ACT studies
used only one therapist to deliver the treatment, which
could make it difficult to separate out the effects of the
treatment versus the skills of the therapist. Furthermore,
treatment as usual conditions were inadequately
described in some cases according to Öst. Few ACT
studies reported formal treatment fidelity ratings and
none reported competence ratings of ACT treatment
delivery. Given the similarities between ACT and tradi-
tional cognitive-behavioral interventions, it will be
important for future research to ensure adherence specif-
ically to the ACT model. Finally, Öst noted that several
ACT studies failed to use Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revi -
sion (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) diag-
noses when defining the samples. 

Öst’s critique (2008) highlighted some important
limitations in the currently published clinical trials of
ACT that must be considered when attempting to gener-
alize these finding to routine clinical practice.2 Never -
theless, it also should be noted that there were
methodological problems with Öst’s (2008) comparison
of ACT and CBT studies (Gaudiano, 2009a). Öst
attempted to develop a “matched” sample of CBT clini-
cal trials for his comparisons. However, his sole criterion
was matching an ACT study with a CBT study published
in the same journal within one year as the other study.
Even this criterion Öst failed to adhere to completely, as
he was unable to find CBT study matches for 38% of the
ACT studies in his sample. He completed his comparison
sample by choosing other CBT studies from top-tier psy-
chology journals instead (e.g., Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psychology). Given these inconsistencies in the
matching procedures, it was not surprising that the sam-
ples did not end up being comparable on important vari-
ables. For example, 100% of the CBT studies used
samples of patients with depression or anxiety disorders,
whereas only 38% of the ACT studies used similar sam-
ples. Many of the other ACT trials were conducted in
more severely mentally ill and treatment-resistant groups
(e.g., psychotic disorders, borderline personality disor-
der, chronic medical conditions). 

Additional problems were also evident in Öst’s
(2008) analyses comparing CBT and ACT studies.
Although he reported that there were no differences in
grant funding between the ACT and CBT samples, I con-
ducted a reanalysis of his data and showed that clear dif-
ferences actually existed (Gaudiano, 2009a). Whereas
80% of the CBT studies were grant funded, only 38% of
the ACT studies received some form of funding. In addi-
tion, the average amount of the grant awards was sub-
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stantially higher in the CBT studies compared with the
ACT studies. Thus, many of the methodological differ-
ences reported by Öst could be at least partially ac -
counted for by factors such as the amount of grant
support/funds available to support the trial, the particular
stage of treatment development at the time the study was
conducted, and the specific population being studied. 

In summary, Öst’s (2008) review highlighted the pilot
nature of many ACT studies and the fact that most have
yet to be replicated by independent investigator teams.
Although promising, these results must be considered pre-
liminary at this stage of investigation. Öst also noted a
number of other methodological limitations in clinical tri-
als of ACT conducted to date. This is not particularly sur-
prising or unanticipated given the amount of time and
resources needed to establish a foundation of high-quality
clinical research supporting a newer approach. It will be
important for future ACT studies to continue to improve
the methodological rigor of the clinical trials. In recent
years, ACT researchers have been more successful in
securing grant funding to conduct larger and more
methodologically sophisticated clinical trials. 

ADVANCING THE SCIENTIFIC STATUS OF ACT

Below I present some recommendations for improving
future research and dissemination efforts that are tailored
specifically to ACT. These suggestions are not meant to
imply that ACT researchers are failing to do many of the
things listed below already. However, I believe that
increased attention to these issues will help to further clar-
ify the efficacy of ACT and more directly address the
issues raised by ACT critics in an empirical fashion. 

Research Recommendations

ACT researchers should be encouraged to include
both the traditional features of efficacy research that are
deemed important by the larger scientific community,
while at the same time collecting data to support their
somewhat modified methods for treatment development
and testing. What follows are some specific recommen-
dations that will aid in this effort. 

Treatment Targets 

It is relevant to discuss how ACT’s theory and philos-
ophy challenges some of the assumptions of traditional

CBT efficacy research. In ACT, there is more emphasis
given to changing the contexts and functions of behavior,
rather than the contents or forms of behavior (Hayes, et al.,
1999). The implication of this theoretical distinction is that
ACT does not view symptom reduction as the primary aim
of the treatment; although it is important to note that symp-
tom reduction still would be considered an ancillary result
of effective treatment in many cases. In contrast, most tra-
ditional psychotherapy studies focused on psychiatric pop-
ulations are designed to identify changes on primary
symptom measures of the DSM-defined disorder (e.g.,
major depression), rather than changes in behavioral func-
tioning and psychosocial impairment more broadly (which
have usually been relegated to secondary outcomes)
(Forman & Herbert, 2009). Thus, the primary outcomes
chosen in ACT studies may be different than those targeted
in studies of other psychiatric treatments (e.g., CBT, phar-
macotherapy). ACT researchers should specify which out-
comes they believe are of primary importance to their
treatment and measure them using psychometrically-
sound scales. However, investigators also should continue
to include the more traditional symptom measures in their
trials as well so that outcomes can be compared with those
produced by other treatments. This will help to improve the
acceptance of ACT results by other non-ACT re searchers.
Although early ACT research sometimes lacked such stan-
dard symptom measures (e.g., Bach & Hayes, 2002),
recent investigations have now begun to more consistently
include them. Confusion about this issue by traditional
CBT researchers can be witnessed in the recent meta-
analysis by Powers and colleagues (2009). Some of the
symptom-related outcome measures chosen by these
researchers when conducting effect size calculations (e.g.,
pain severity measures) did not fit well with the primary
outcomes proposed by ACT researchers conducting the
actual studies (e.g., measures of functioning despite pain
severity). 

Independent Replication 

There has been an initial interest among ACT re -
searchers to test the approach in a diverse array of popu-
lations in order to document its potentially robust and
perhaps trans-diagnostic effects. This stems from ACT’s
more functional understanding of psychopathology rather
than a syndromally-based one. However, increasing
efforts are needed to replicate previous findings using
larger samples. This process is beginning in some areas.
For example, Bach and Hayes (2002) reported promising
results in an early study of ACT for inpatients with psy-
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chosis. After learning of their results, we conducted a sim-
ilar study independently of Bach and Hayes, which largely
replicated their findings and extended them by document-
ing improvement on traditional symptom outcome meas-
ures (Gaudiano & Herbert, 2006). These preliminary
studies supported the need for future investigations using
large samples in this area. An Australian research group
currently is conducting a larger grant-funded clinical trial
of ACT for medication-resistant psychosis (Thomas,
Farhall, Shawyer, & Hayes, 2010). More such efforts at
independent and larger-scale replication of initial positive
findings are needed in most areas.

Collaborative Research 

In addition to independent replication of results,
there is a need for increased collaboration between ACT
and traditional CBT researchers. Having ACT and CBT
researchers as co-investigators on clinical trials will help
to decrease potential concerns about “allegiance
effects,” which can artificially inflate the treatment
effects frequently observed in preliminary studies of
novel treatments (Luborsky, et al., 1999). The potential
“cross-fertilization” of ideas gained from such collabo-
rations also will help to promote the independent repli-
cation of ACT studies by other research teams, and may
even suggest ways of improving both ACT and CBT over
time. Finally, such collaborations could help to improve
the understanding (and decrease misunderstandings) of
ACT by CBT researchers. An example of such collabo-
rations can be witnessed in the innovative treatment
development work on an acceptance-based behavioral
treatment for generalized anxiety disorder being con-
ducted by Roemer and colleagues (Orsillo, Roemer, &
Barlow, 2003; Roemer & Orsillo, 2007). 

Mechanisms of Action

Studies of ACT should continue to focus on mecha-
nism of action questions and not just investigate potential
differences in outcomes compared with other treatments.
These issues can be addressed both by conducting com-
ponent analyses/dismantling studies and investigations of
statistical mediators of treatment effects in ACT versus
comparison treatments. Such research can address two
separate but interrelated questions. First, are ACT-spe-
cific components (e.g., values, cognitive defusion) effi-
cacious and do they add to the efficacy of the basic
behavioral interventions also included in ACT in defin-

able ways? For example, does the full ACT package
improve psychosocial functioning or decrease long-term
relapse relative to more basic behavioral interventions
(e.g., exposure therapy), even if both lead to similar
short-term improvements in primary symptoms? This
remains an open empirical question in many respects.
Second, if ACT and a comparison condition produce sim-
ilar improvements on primary outcomes, can they be
shown to work through different mechanisms (i.e., differ-
ential mediators of outcome based on treatment-specific
processes and mechanisms)? Such studies will likely
require greater financial resources to conduct because
larger samples are needed to detect differences between
two active treatments and to investigate mediators of
treatment effects. It should be noted that statistical medi-
ation is necessary but not sufficient for demonstrating the
mechanisms of action of a psychotherapy (Kazdin, 2007;
Kazdin & Nock, 2003). In particular, future ACT studies
should focus more on documenting change in the pro-
posed mediator prior to change in outcome during treat-
ment, which is necessary for inferring a cause-effect
relationship. Although some studies have begun to pro-
vide such evidence, these effects require independent
replication using increasingly refined measurements of
ACT-consistent (and inconsistent) therapy processes.

Experimental/Analogue Studies

In addition to full-scale clinical trials, ACT re searchers
should also continue to conduct, in parallel, more tightly
controlled experimental studies that examine processes
theorized to be important in the treatment (e.g., values, self
as context) in both clinical and nonclinical samples. Such
findings will serve to supplement the results from larger
efficacy trials of ACT and further support (or refute) the
processes specific to ACT. Future studies should attempt to
compare the effects of ACT processes (e.g., cognitive defu-
sion, acceptance) versus those of traditional CBT (e.g.,
rational reappraisal of distorted cognitions, alterations in
underlying dysfunctional schemas). Many previous studies
in this area have used control conditions involving sup-
pression or distraction, which do not shed much light on
the effects of acceptance-based strategies compared with
those used in alternative therapy approaches.

Measurement Development

Related to the previous points, there is a critical need
to develop more reliable and valid measures of theoreti-



cally-specific ACT processes and outcomes. Traditional
symptom measures may fail to capture hypothesized
ACT-specific change processes and lead to null results.
Newer and more psychometrically sound scales such as
the AAQ-II, a general measure of psychological flexibil-
ity, recently have been developed (Bond, et al., in press).
However, psychometrically-sound measures also are
needed for assessing each of ACT’s six core processes.
Several such scales are currently under development but
this will likely take time to achieve. Furthermore, better
measures of functional and behavioral outcomes (e.g.,
values-goals consistency) targeted by ACT are also
needed. In particular, more work is needed to establish
non-questionnaire based measures of ACT processes to
measure process and outcome. ACT researchers should
attempt to include more objective, behavioral task-based
measures to provide a multi-modal assessment strategy
that supports the reliability and consistence of self-
report measures. Various laboratory-based distress toler-
ance tasks show promise and should be more widely
used (Brown, Lejuez, Kahler, & Strong, 2002). Other
researchers have developed the Implicit Relationship
Assessment Procedures (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-
Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010), a computer-based
behavioral measure that mainly has been used to
research RFT in experimental studies, but may have use-
ful clinical applications as well.

Alternative Theory Testing

More research is needed directly comparing and
contrasting RFT (Hayes, et al., 2001) with other models
and theories (e.g., traditional behavior, cognitive, emo-
tional regulation theories) for explaining the effects of
ACT interventions. Furthermore, more experimental
evidence is needed to better establish the connections
between some of the ACT core processes, such as self-
as-context, and RFT.

Large-Scale Randomized Controlled Trials

Finally, it would be helpful to conduct one or two
large-scale, methodologically rigorous ACT trials in a
specific clinical population to more strongly document
efficacy and mechanisms of action. For example, the
Cognitive Behavioral Analysis System of Psychotherapy
for depression (McCullough, 2000) has a much smaller
overall base of research support relative to ACT. How -
ever, CBASP does have one relatively large-scale study

supporting its overall efficacy (Keller, et al., 2000),
which seems to have permitted it to gain scientific cred-
ibility and visibility relatively quickly. 

Fortunately, ACT researchers are already conduct-
ing studies that increasingly reflect the above recom-
mendations. More attention to these issues in future
studies should help to provide direct evidence to address
the concerns of some critics (Öst, 2008) regarding the
methodological rigor of early ACT research. It is impor-
tant to also note that the above strategies, if imple-
mented, will produce data of more depth, breadth, and
sophistication than any scientifically-produced psy-
chotherapy developed to date.

DISSEMINATION EFFORTS

As the research base for ACT grows, questions
about dissemination will continue to become more
salient. Dissemination efforts can be directed toward at
least three different groups: (1) researchers, (2) clini-
cians, and (3) consumers. Suggestions for each are pre-
sented below. 

Researchers

Professional dissemination efforts can be targeted at
scientists and scholars for stimulating new research and
theorizing on ACT or at practitioners for implementing
ACT in their routine clinical practice. In general, there is
a need to increase dissemination efforts directed toward
fellow non-ACT researchers and scholars. Theoretical
works specifying in detail ACT techniques and
processes are essential to the scientific development of
any newer psychotherapy. Such works alert psychologi-
cal scientists to emerging research and theory in this
area and encourage critical analysis and discussion.
Dissemination efforts directed toward academic and pro-
fessional colleagues also encourage collaborations and
attempts to independently replicate previous ACT stud-
ies. In addition to formal presentations of ACT at con-
ferences and in the scientific literature, personal contacts
should also be sought between ACT researchers and
non-ACT researchers. Such contacts could be fostered
by inviting non-ACT researchers to consult on ACT
grant proposals based on their particular areas of expert-
ise, and vice versa. It also would be useful for journal
and book editors to propose projects that explore the
similarities and differences between ACT and other
approaches to promote further dialogue and debate. 
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Clinicians

Providing clinical workshops with the aim of train-
ing mental health professionals to use ACT in their rou-
tine clinical practice raises different issues and concerns
than the dissemination of the approach for research or
scholarly purposes. Recently, a number of professional
books have been published specifically targeted at prac-
titioners that describe the application of ACT-based
interventions to specific clinical populations. Most sci-
entist-practitioners would likely view the appropriate-
ness of ACT dissemination efforts to clinicians to be
largely a function of the evidence available to support its
use for particular clinical purposes. However, some
recent dissemination efforts have not always clearly
reflected this principle. For example, a book on ACT for
PTSD (Walser & Westrup, 2007) was recently published
even though there is little published evidence to date
documenting the efficacy ACT for treating this particu-
lar condition, whereas other well-established psy-
chotherapeutic approaches are currently available that
have strong evidence (e.g., exposure therapy). For other
problems, such as depression (Zettle, 2007), books
describing an ACT approach to treatment seem to be
more justifiable given specific evidence available to sup-
port ACT for this particular clinical issue. For example,
the American Psychological Association’s Division 12
(Clinical Psychology) recently included ACT on its list
of empirically-supported treatments for depression and
pain, concluding that it has “moderately strong” empiri-
cal support based on published clinical trials.3,4 In addi-
tion, a recent Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration report5 lists ACT as an empiri-
cally-supported intervention.

The fact that some clinician-oriented ACT books are
emerging prior to documented evidence from research
showing that the approach is effective for a particular
condition is not completely surprising given the more
“trans-diagnostic” philosophy of ACT, which defines
problems functionally instead of topographically
(Hayes, et al., 1999). Furthermore, there is some support
for ACT’s underlying principles of change in a wide vari-
ety of clinical populations (Hayes et al., 2006), including
diagnostically heterogeneous groups (Forman, Herbert,
Moitra, Yeomans, & Geller, 2007; Lappalainen, et al.,
2007; Strosahl, Hayes, Bergan, & Romano, 1998). How -
ever, defining problems functionally does not change the
need to match data with claims. In other words, the
claims that ACT is efficacious for particular function-
ally-defined problems need to be linked to clearly sup-
portive data. 

There is an additional reason why promoting the use
of ACT in routine clinical practice without a commensu-
rate degree of scientific evidence for these particular
purposes could be considered potentially problematic.
The history of psychotherapy is filled with examples of
interventions that have had credible-sounding treatment
rationales, but lacked empirical support and were later
found to be either inert or even harmful (Lilienfeld,
Lynn, & Lohr, 2003). In general, blanket dissemination
efforts of ACT targeted directly at practitioners for treat-
ing specific clinical conditions should proceed cau-
tiously lest similar mistakes be repeated. This does not
necessarily mean that ACT has to follow the psychiatric
model of treatment development by focusing its efforts
on studying specific manuals for specific clinical syn-
dromes in “horse race” style randomized controlled tri-
als. But most would likely agree that it is reasonable to
expect that a book geared toward practicing clinicians
that describes how to apply ACT to a specific clinical
problem be supported by a body of research that pro-
vides empirical support for both its basic underlying
principles as well as the particular technologies being
proposed for treating that specific clinical problem.
There are examples of other psychological interventions
that have had plausible rationales but may do harm or
impede progress (Lilienfeld, 2007). Preliminary evi-
dence suggests that ACT may not be a preferred treat-
ment for less distressing or severe problems for which
direct symptom relief is possible using alternative treat-
ments. For example, Zettle (2003) reported that students
with math anxiety receiving ACT showed less post-treat-
ment improvement on a measure of trait anxiety com-
pared with those receiving systematic desensitization.
The ACT web site provides updated information on neg-
ative results from clinical trials.6

Furthermore, the dissemination of ACT to practicing
clinicians should always include a discussion of the rel-
ative support for ACT versus alternative empirically-
supported therapies. For example, there are several
treatments for depression that have a much stronger base
of research support at this time. Although there is some
preliminary evidence supporting ACT’s potential utility
for treating depression, there is only minimal evidence
that ACT works better than other psychotherapies for
depression. Thus, it is imperative that the conditions for
which ACT is currently empirically justified be clearly
presented to clinicians during workshops or in practi-
tioner-oriented books. For example, ACT may be appro-
priate to use at this time with some clinical populations
if a front-line treatment, such as traditional behavior
therapy or pharmacotherapy, has been found to be inef-
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fective, insufficient, or deemed personally unacceptable
by the patient. 

As recommended by Hayes et al. (1999), clinicians
also should be encouraged to provide informed consent
to clients when they use ACT for purposes which lack
current evidence. The ACT website provides the follow-
ing advice: 

We recommend ACT on an experimental basis with
any problem that fits the underlying model (e.g., the
problem appears to involve cognitive fusion, or expe-
riential avoidance, or a lack of clarity of values, and
resulting inactivity, inflexibility, and ineffectiveness)
provided it is used with systematic evaluation and
there is a good reason not to use existing ESTs
[empirically supported treatments] first (e.g., if they
have already failed; client rejects their use).7

Such issues should continue to be stressed in clinical
workshops and should be explicitly stated in profes-
sional books on ACT. Some recent ACT books appear to
be addressing this issue. For example, the book ACT for
Depression (Zettle, 2007) presents the approach as one
of several treatment options, and compares and contrasts
it with other evidence-based approaches. Furthermore,
the author recommends against using ACT for patients
with bipolar depression as there currently is a lack of
data on ACT for these particular patients. 

Consumers 

Finally, there is the issue of dissemination of ACT to
consumers or the general public, such as through self-
help materials. Recently, my colleagues and I conducted
a study that analyzed the characteristics of 50 popular
self-help books for depression, anxiety, and trauma
(Redding, Herbert, Forman, & Gaudiano, 2008). These
books were rated based on the degree to which they were
grounded in current psychological science, offered rea-
sonable expectations for improvement, provided ade-
quate guidance for implementing self-help techniques
and for monitoring progress, and promoted potentially
iatrogenic or harmful advice. Results showed wide vari-
ability in terms of these characteristics among the dif-
ferent books, with some scoring quite well on these
indices, whereas others were judged to be quite deficient
in most respects. 

Although our sample did not contain any ACT
books, self-help books based on ACT have begun to be
published. To date, however, there has been little sys-
tematic research conducted on ACT self-help strategies.
Although research studies on some of these self-help

techniques are currently underway and show promising
early findings, others are untested at the moment.
Lazzarone and colleagues (2007) recently presented
early data that appears to support the preliminary effec-
tiveness of perhaps the most popular ACT self-help book
published to date, Get Out of Your Mind and Into Your
Life (Hayes, 2005). Other early ACT-based self-help
books, such as The Anorexia Workbook (Heffner &
Eifert, 2004), do not appear to have any controlled
research directly supporting them at this time. As Rosen
(1987) pointed out, it is not enough simply to show that
a treatment works when it is delivered by a therapist.
There are examples of such interventions that have been
found to be ineffective when adapted into a self-help for-
mat. Ideally, nothing short of direct data is necessary for
the proper dissemination of self-help approaches, simi-
lar to the case for clinician-focused books. ACT self-
help book authors should carefully consider collecting
data showing that their approaches are at least safe and
potentially effective for their intended audience prior to
publication. Unfortunately, this problem is not specific
to ACT. There are similar problems with many self-help
books of CBT for specific conditions that also lack
direct empirical support (Redding, et al., 2008). 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The evidence at this point appears supportive of
ACT overall, with effect sizes similar to those of tradi-
tional CBT, and some early evidence for differential
mediators of outcome. Nevertheless, several emerging
issues will require closer attention if ACT research is to
continue to advance in the future. For example, larger
replication studies of ACT are needed to examine the
robustness of the preliminary effects reported. Of
course, this is the natural state of affairs for any newer
psychotherapeutic approach that is still in its earlier
stages. Dissemination is a related but somewhat separate
issue. Although more the exception than the rule at this
point, a few recent instances were identified where ACT
was being promoted for treating specific conditions
without clear evidence from controlled research (e.g.,
self-help). It is important to note that active research in
some of these areas is reportedly underway and more
data should be forthcoming to directly address these
issues. Overall, ACT researchers appear open and trans-
parent. For example, the ACT web site provides infor-
mation on both positive results and negative results from
clinical trials. Even ACT critiques are provided on the
web site.8 The research on ACT appears to be progress-
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ing forward at a steady pace. To make further progress,
ACT and CBT researchers need to foster continued dia-
logue (and honest but vigorous debate) in order to ad -
dress the complex theoretical and practical issues related
to research on these respective approaches. 

NOTES

1. There also have emerged a number of critiques of RFT
(Hayes, et al., 2001), which on the one hand provides the pri-
mary theoretical foundation for ACT, but also represents a
growing research program that has implications and applica-
tions in its own right. Interested readers are referred to critiques
of RFT (Burgos, 2003; Galizio, 2003; Palmer, 2004; Tonneau,
2001, 2002), as well as attempts to defend the theory (Barnes-
Holmes & Hayes, 2002, 2003; Hayes & Barnes-Holmes, 2004;
Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2003; Paul, 2004). However,
as this topic would require its own comprehensive analysis, a
detailed discussion of RFT is not presented here.

2. Also please see Öst’s (2009) reply and my subsequent
response (Gaudiano, 2009b).

3. http://www.div12.org/PsychologicalTreatments/treat-
ments/depression_acceptance.html.

4. http://www.div12.org/PsychologicalTreatments/treat-
ments/chronicpain_act.html

5. http://174.140.153.167/ViewIntervention.aspx?id=191
6. http://www.contextualpsychology.org/negative_results
7. http://www.contextualpsychology.org/state_of_the_

act_evidence
8. http://www.contextualpsychology.org/ACT_Criticisms
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